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Virtualinfocom has released Sukhu Dukhu for the iOS platform. The game is set in a village
ambience with folk music background score. It starts with a poor village girl who is
running after the wind to catch the cottons. While running the little girl faces numerous
hurdles including a cow asking for help. As the game continues, the character starts to
become beautiful or ugly. Targeted at the age groups of seven and above, Sukhu Dukhu is a
single player, adventurous mobile game.
Kolkata, India - Virtualinfocom has released Sukhu Dukhu for the iOS platform. Targeted at
the age groups of seven and above, it is a single player, adventurous mobile game and the
concept development of the game is spearheaded by Arijit Bhattacharyya. With 25 game
levels, Sukhu Dukhu starts with a simple, 15 year old poor village girl player who is
running after the wind to catch the cottons that the wind takes away from her. While
running after the wind to reach the cottons, the little girl faces numerous hurdles
including a cow asking for help. The player now has a choice whether to help the cow or to
ignore and run behind the wind to take back the cottons.
If the player helps the cow, they win a prize and then go on to the next level of the game
and the journey continues. As the game progresses, the character starts to become
beautiful or ugly, depending upon the times she has helped the animals or whether she
chooses to skip helping the animals.
The game is set in a village ambience with folk music background score. Pointing out on
the software technicalities, the game is created with classical animation technique, GIMP,
Blender Is used as the game engine. For bringing about the game animation, the classical
light box working method is used by the team.
"Speaking more on the animation medium used for Sukhu Dukhu," Arijit, asserts, "We've
used 3D technology for the game engine and made the choice of using classical animation
because the character is wearing a sari with ethnic Bengali ornaments and we wanted to
execute a smooth, old cultural and subtle feel."
According to Arijit, giving the old and cultural Bengal look and feel to the game was a
challenge and the team visited many villages to understand the kind of dresses the
villagers wore during 60's. The entire game is given a green look and feel to depict the
freshness of nature.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS/4, 4S/5, 5c, 5s,/6, 6 Plus, iPad, iPod touch (3rd generation) and later
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 60.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Sukhu Dukhu Folk Game 1.3 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category.
Virtualinfocom:
http://www.virtualinfocom.net
Sukhu Dukhu Folk Game 1.3:
https://www.virtualinfocom.com//sukhu-dukhu-game-development.html
Download from iTunes:
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/sukhu-dukhu-folk-game/id747583208
Screenshot:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/3a/ff/42/3aff424d-75c2-84ab-76d5-01f297461fe0/scree
n568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://www.virtualinfocom.net/images/Gameart/bengali-folk-game.png

Established in 1998, Virtualinfocom is known for many innovations in IT solution &
education. It all started with a dream. A dream to "Bring Art and Technology Together
Successfully", in a way that would allow the world to reap the benefits of cultural
education armed with Information technology. The way to achieve that dream was to create a
talent pool of bright young minds who would power the engines of growth of the global
economy. That dream shaped Virtualinfocom. An organization that, fifteen years after its
inception, offers development and knowledge solutions. All Material and Software (C)
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and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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